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I. Introduction

In June 2016, the Secretary of Defense (SECDEF) issued Directive-type Memorandum (DTM) 16-005, “Military Service of Transgender Service Members.” This DTM announced that, based on the premise that the “military should be open to all who can meet the rigorous standards for military service and readiness,” “transgender individuals shall be allowed to serve in the military.”1 The attachment to the memo declared that servicemembers could no longer be “involuntarily separated, discharged or denied reenlistment or continuation of service, solely on the basis of their gender identity.”2 The core purpose of the new policy was to ensure that transgender persons would be permitted to serve their country in the armed forces to the same extent as all other persons. However, the integration of openly transgender personnel into the military presents many on-the-ground issues that subsequent guidance and policies have striven to address and that commanders and policymakers will need to confront.

Regarding accession into the military by transgender persons (which is to begin in the summer of 2017), DTM 16-005 states that “gender dysphoria”3 would remain a disqualifying condition unless the person is certified by a medical provider as having been “stable without clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning for 18 months.”4 In the event the person has been receiving cross-sex hormone therapy or has a history of sex reassignment surgery, a medically-certified 18-month period of stability must also be demonstrated prior to accession.5 For those transgender persons within the military, the policy indicates that once a servicemember’s gender marker is officially changed in the Defense Enrollment Eligibility Reporting System (DEERS), that servicemember “will use those berthing, bathroom, and shower facilities associated with the member’s gender marker in DEERS.”6 Importantly, DTM 16-005 directed, “Transgender Service members will be subject to the same standards as any other Service member of the same gender . . . .”7 There is some indication that transgender servicemembers will be entitled to government-funded medical care and treatment associated with a gender transition, although requests for particular care from transgender servicemembers will be handled on a case-by-case basis until the Department of Defense (DoD) issues further policy guidance.8 Finally, DTM 16-005 announces that “discrimination based on gender identity is a form of sex discrimination,”9 which is prohibited under current equal opportunity policies and regulations throughout the military.10

In the wake of DTM 16-005 the Service Secretaries have been tasked with identifying all issuances, regulations, and policies that bear on or may be affected by the open service of transgender persons and developing revisions to the same as may be necessary to render them consistent with the new policy.11 For example, at the time the DoD policy was announced, Army Regulation (AR) 40-501 identified “transexualism” as a medically-disqualifying disorder preventing entry into the Army and could form the basis for separation from the Army,12 consequences that would be out of step with the new policy.

In response to DTM 16-005, Secretary of the Army Eric Fanning issued Army Directive (Army Dir.) 2016-35, “Army Policy on Military Service of Transgender Soldiers.”13 It echoes the admonitions of DTM 16-005 that transgender Soldiers may serve openly and may not be involuntarily separated or denied reenlistment or continuation of service solely on the basis of gender identity.14 Additionally, the Army directive affirms that once a Soldier’s gender marker is
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changed in DEERS, “the Soldier will be expected to adhere to Army standards applicable to the preferred gender.”

Exceptions to policy for transitioning Soldiers are discouraged, but permitted if a Soldier wishes to depart from the Army’s standards for their gender marker. The other Service Secretaries have also issued policy guidance for their respective branches, which largely tracks the guidance offered in the Army policy.

One interesting aspect of Army Dir. 2016-35 is that it revises multiple Army regulations, although not to such a degree as one might have expected. In AR 40-501, mentioned above, revisions eliminate transexualism, gender identity issues, and “abnormalities or defects of the genitalia such as change of sex” as disqualifying for service. Army Regulation 135-178 and AR 635-200, which address reserve component and active duty enlisted separations, are revised to eliminate gender dysphoria and “transsexualism/gender transformation” as grounds for separation. Interestingly, “transvestism”—which is a term that refers to cross-dressing—is retained as a condition that warrants separation under paragraph 6-7a of AR 135-178.

The Army Command Policy, AR 600-20, is revised to replace references to discrimination based on sex or gender with “sex (including gender identity).” The Substance Abuse Program regulation, AR 600-85, is revised as well, now permitting all Soldiers to use wide-mouth collection cups for specimen collection during the urinalysis process rather than only females (as before).

There are many important questions that will arise for commanders and servicemembers who have to operate under this policy, as well as for military policymakers who will have to oversee and further refine the policy as the services proceed with its implementation. These questions include: Who counts as transgender under the policy and what must they do to come within its ambit? What exactly are the contours of the policy in terms of the rights it provides and the duties it imposes? How are on-the-ground conflicts between the rights and privileges recognized under the policy to be balanced against or reconciled with the rights and privileges that non-transgender servicemembers may have?

For policymakers, the questions are larger: What impact does transgender accommodation have on interests served by the various gender-distinct policies and practices of the military? Are there any limits on transgender accommodation and recognition that are required in view of potential adverse impacts that the policy may have on the rights or interests of non-transgender servicemembers?

This article will address these questions with the aim of providing commanders, servicemembers, and policymakers with a solid understanding of the new policy and how to navigate the various issues each will face as it is implemented throughout the force.

II. Who Is “Transgender” Under the Policy?

The main components of the new policy are threefold: (1) Transgender individuals are allowed to serve in the military openly and may not be discriminated against on the basis of their gender identity; (2) transgender servicemembers will be subject to the standards and procedures applicable to the gender with which they identify; and (3) transgender servicemembers will use the berthing, bathroom, and shower facilities associated with their gender identity. Although, on its face, this appears to be broad in its protections, one must understand how the DoD defines “transgender” to understand its true scope.

In DoD Instruction 1300.28, In-Service Transition for Transgender Service Members, the DoD defines a transgender servicemember as follows: “A Service member who has received a medical diagnosis indicating that gender transition is medically necessary, including any servicemember who intends to begin transition, is undergoing transition, or has completed transition and is stable in the
preferred gender.” 27 Two components of this definition are worth highlighting: medical diagnosis and gender transition. We will return to those terms in a moment. But as will be seen upon taking a closer look at the policy, the DoD makes these two concepts the foundation for whether and how it will recognize the preferred gender identity of transgender individuals.

In the military—as affirmed by the DoD in the documents announcing its new policy on transgender servicemembers—a servicemember’s gender is recognized based on his or her gender marker in DEERS. 28 A person’s gender marker in DEERS, in turn, determines what uniform and grooming standards, body composition assessment (BCA) standards, and physical readiness testing (PRT) standards apply to that person. 29 Similarly, the DEERS gender marker determines how a servicemember participates in the Military Personnel Drug Abuse Testing Program (MPDATP) 30 and which berthing, bathroom, and shower facilities the servicemember may use. 31 Thus, one’s gender marker in DEERS is the key to how the military treats servicemembers with respect to gender.

Under the new policy, to be recognized as one’s preferred gender in the military, one must have the gender marker in DEERS changed. 32 The question then becomes how does a servicemember do that under the new policy? One could imagine that members could present themselves to their commanders and simply declare or affirm what their gender identity is; then, the commander or some higher authority could approve a switch in DEERS. But that is not the approach taken in the new policy. Instead, under the new policy, a servicemember’s gender marker in DEERS will only be changed from that assigned at birth “[w]hen the military medical provider determines that a Service member’s gender transition is complete,” the commander has given his or her written approval, and the servicemember provides civilian documentation 33 indicating a gender change. 34 Thus, a person must undergo a gender transition to obtain recognition of their status as transgender. How does the military define “gender transition”?

According to the policy, “Gender transition begins when a Service member receives a diagnosis from a military medical provider indicating that gender transition is medically necessary . . . .” 35 The policy further defines the completion of a gender transition as follows: “A Service member has completed the medical care identified or approved by a military medical provider in a documented medical treatment plan as necessary to achieve stability in the preferred gender.” 36 “Medically necessary” is defined as “health-care services or supplies necessary to prevent, diagnose, or treat an illness, injury, condition, disease, or its symptoms . . . .” 37

As can be seen, in referring to a “diagnosis” and to “medical care,” the DoD’s new policy regards being transgender as a type of medical condition in need of treatment before it can be recognized. Although neither DTM 16-005, DoDI 1300.28, nor Army Dir. 2016-35 delve into what this condition is, the DoD does seem to identify it in a change of sex without a court order for any person born in this state who has undergone clinically appropriate treatment for the purpose of gender transition . . . .” Va. Code Ann. § 32.1-269(E) (2015) (“Upon receipt of a certified copy of an order of a court of competent jurisdiction indicating that the sex of an individual has been changed by medical procedure and upon request of such person, the State Registrar shall amend such person’s certificate of birth to show the change of sex . . . .”). The National Center for Transgender Equality has a regularly updated website summarizing state laws on name change, driver’s licenses, and birth certificate policies, with links to forms and other local resources. ID Documents Center, Nat’l Center for Transgender Equality, http://www.transequality.org/documents (last updated Jan. 2017). See the Appendix, infra, for a description of the regulations governing gender changes in the five states with the highest number of active-duty personnel—California, Florida, North Carolina, Texas, and Virginia.
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follow-up publication. In *Transgender Service in the U.S. Military: An Implementation Handbook*, the DoD refers to "gender dysphoria" and defines this as "a medical diagnosis that refers to distress that some transgender individuals experience due to a mismatch between their gender and their sex assigned at birth." This divergence is made possible by what the DoD indicates are the distinctions between "gender" and "sex": "Sex and gender are different. Sex is whether a person is male or female through their biology. Gender is the socially defined roles and characteristics of being male and female associated with that sex. There are a number of people for whom these associations do not match." Indeed, the current version of the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders—DSM-V*—concurs in the DoD’s understanding of the difference between sex and gender as well as the condition of gender dysphoria. It defines gender dysphoria as "the distress that may accompany the incongruence between one’s experienced or expressed gender and one’s assigned gender." It is worth noting that defining a transgender person as one with a gender dysphoria diagnosis who has committed to a gender transition puts the DoD at variance with how the diagnostic and transgender communities define the term “transgender”—with the DoD’s definition being much narrower. As DSM-V recognizes, “Transgender refers to the broad spectrum of individuals who transiently or persistently identify with a gender different from their natal gender.” It is an “umbrella term” that embraces “anyone whose behavior, thoughts, or traits differ from the societal expectations for his or her biological sex.” The narrower concept of “transsexual”—defined as “[o]ne who lives full time in a gender role consistent with his or her inner gender identity whether such person has had sex reassignment surgery or not”—is more in line with what the DoD is referring to when it uses the term transgender.

Although the DoD policy conditions recognition of one’s gender identity upon undertaking and completing a “gender transition,” the DoD is careful not to dictate what that entails. The policy recognizes that gender transition is a process that can vary from one individual to the next:

**transition.** Period of time when individuals change from the gender role associated with their sex assigned at birth to a different gender role. For many people, this involves learning how to live socially in another gender role; for others this means finding a gender role and expression that are most comfortable for them. Transition may or may not include feminization or masculinization of the body through cross-sex hormone therapy or other medical procedures. The nature and duration of transition are variable and individualized.

The DoD’s handbook on implementation of the transgender policy affirms this view: “Gender transition care is individualized and can include psychotherapy, hormone therapy, RLE [real life experience], and sex reassignment surgery.” This is important; the DoD policy does not require a medical transition, even though the starting point for a gender transition under the policy is a medical diagnosis of gender dysphoria. Rather, the policy simply requires a transition of some kind, which can include—but need not include—a medical transition.

This puts the DoD policy in line with the position on transitioning in the transgender community, which recognizes the possibility of social/emotional and hormonal/medical transitions. A social transition is one in which a person publicly identifies as their preferred gender and may choose to express that identity in ways that conform with societal expectations for that chosen gender. The DoD policy refers to this aspect of transitioning as *real life experience* or RLE. A medical transition can involve the use of cross-sex hormone therapy, defined by the DoD as “[t]he use of feminizing hormones in an individual assigned male at birth based on traditional biological indicators or the use of masculinizing hormones in an individual assigned female at birth.” A medical transition can also involve behavioral health care, psychotherapy, or gender reassignment surgery, which would bring one’s sex in line with their preferred gender identity.
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If at any point during the transition process the servicemember needs an accommodation for being unable to meet an applicable standard or to comply with a gender-specific regulation, DoD policy empowers commanders to grant exceptions to policy (ETPs): “If a Service member is unable to meet standards or requires an exception to policy (ETP) during a period of gender transition, all applicable tools, including the tools described in this issuance, will be available to commanders to minimize impacts to the mission and unit readiness.”51 The services may further restrict this authority; for example, in the Army, approval authority for ETPs for transgender servicemembers is withheld to the Assistant Secretary of Army for Manpower and Reserve Affairs.52

This ETP policy is similar in the Air Force, with decisional authority withheld to the Air Force A1, the Deputy Chief of Staff for Manpower, Personnel and Services. 53 However, under the Air Force policy, a transitioning airman can request an exemption from the applicable Fitness Assessment (FA) requirements only after documenting an FA failure and only with documentation from their military medical provider validating that they are undergoing cross-sex hormone treatment as part of their transition plan.54 The Department of the Navy’s policy indicates that the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) and the Commandant of the Marine Corps (CMC) are directed to establish policies and procedures pertaining to readiness issues surrounding transitioning servicemembers, including ETPs. 55 To aid each of the branches in the accommodation and ETP context, the DoD called for the establishment of an entity within each service referred to as the Service Central Coordination Cell (SCCC) for guidance and processing, with ultimate decisions made by the aforementioned officials.56

Notwithstanding the DoD’s provision of ETP-granting authority, in the Army’s implementation of the policy, the Secretary of the Army seemed to suggest that ETPs for transitioning Soldiers would be disfavored, at least as a first resort:

In the event that a Soldier undergoing gender transition is unable to meet a particular Army standard as a result of medical treatment or other aspects of the Soldier’s gender transition, the Soldier’s chain of command, together with the Soldier and/or the medical military provider, should consider options (for example, adjusting the date of a physical fitness test or extended leave options) other than requesting an ETP to depart from Army standards. If submitted, a request for an ETP to depart from the standards of a Soldier’s gender marker in DEERS must be processed according to the procedures outlined in this paragraph . . . ”57

Beyond being the initial screen for accommodations and ETP requests, commanders are given front-line responsibility for approving the timing of medical treatment associated with a gender transition. As the Army’s policy explains, a Soldier’s brigade-level commander makes this decision, considering “the Soldier’s individual facts and circumstances”; “military readiness” and “effects to the mission”; and the “morale, welfare, good order, and discipline of the unit.”58 Once a medical military provider certifies that the transition is complete, the provider will notify the commander and recommend when the Soldier’s gender marker should be changed in DEERS.60 Once the Soldier formally requests approval for a change, the commander confirms that the request has all required information (formal medical diagnosis, medical certification that the transition is complete, and civil legal documentation supporting a gender change), consults with the SCC, and approves the change.61

Presumably, if there is any adverse impact on a mission or a deployment, commanders have the discretion under the policy to take that into account in making their decision regarding the timing of gender transitions and gender-marker changes.
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To recap, the steps in the military’s transgender recognition process may be summarized as follows: The servicemember must first obtain a diagnosis from a military medical provider that gender transition is medically necessary. The servicemember then receives medical care and treatment for the diagnosed medical condition of gender dysphoria. In the course of receiving treatment, the servicemember may request approval of any needed exceptions to policy (ETPs) to accommodate the servicemember during his or her transition or other accommodations short of an ETP. Once the military medical provider certifies that the treatment regime is complete and that the servicemember is stable in the preferred gender, the servicemember requests approval for a gender marker change in DEERS, which must be supported by documentation (such as a certified birth certificate, court order, or U.S. passport reflecting the preferred gender). The following figure illustrates this process:

Upon completing this process, recognition in the preferred gender—and application of the gender-distinct regulations, policies, and practices relevant thereto—is achieved.

III. Select Issues Under the Policy

Although there are many potential implications of this new policy,\(^62\) it is worth discussing here just a few.

A. The Meaning of “Transgender” and the Transition Commitment Requirement

As previously discussed, the new transgender policy only recognizes as transgender a servicemember who has been diagnosed with gender dysphoria, has been prescribed a gender transition as the treatment, and is either intent on, in the process of, or at the end of completing such a transition.\(^63\) For servicemembers who identify as transgender and wish to receive recognition of their preferred gender, they must commit to transitioning to that gender. But transitioning is a choice, and not one that all transgender persons make.\(^64\) This may be particularly true for those persons embracing or experiencing gender fluidity and for the “growing number of trans people [who] explicitly resist categories that stabilize to begin transition, are beginning transition, who already may have started transition, and who have completed gender transition and are stable in their preferred gender.”\(^65\)


\(^{63}\) DoDI 1300.28, supra note 7, para. 3.1 (“These policies and procedures are applicable, in whole or in relevant part, to those Service members who intend to begin transition, who already may have started transition, and who have completed gender transition and are stable in their preferred gender.”).

\(^{64}\) See TRANS BODIES, supra note 48, at 124 (“Once we make a decision to begin making changes that will better reflect our identity, there are numerous ways to start.”) (emphasis added).
Thus, for those gender nonconforming transgender servicemembers uninterested in or unwilling to commit to a transition, their preference for expressing their gender fluidly will not be recognized under the policy. As such they will have to conform to and comply with the gender-distinct regulations, policies, and practices applicable to their natal sex as indicated in DEERS. For those who do commit, the DoD’s policy leaves unanswered whether the conversion is irrevocable or irreversible. May a fully transitioned servicemember subsequently complete another gender transition back to the previously recognized gender and if so, is there any requirement of stability or duration in the chosen gender before one abandons it to revert to the previous gender? That may not be a realistic scenario if the condition of gender dysphoria is one that has permanence, although the notion of gender fluidity suggests that for some transgender persons, it does not. Nevertheless, policymakers should clarify whether a gender transition is a one-way street.

Relatively, at the initial entry point, the new policy requires a gender stability that gender non-conforming transgender persons may not be able to exhibit. Under the new policy, transgender persons with a history of gender dysphoria who are interested in accessing into the military remain ineligible for service if they cannot have a medical provider certify that they have been stable “without clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning for 18 months.” It may be particularly difficult for gender-fluid/nonconforming transgender persons to meet this standard, although it remains to be seen how it is further defined and implemented. The Navy Department policy provides for the possibility that the 18-month stability period can be reduced or waived on a case-by-case basis.

The lesson here is given that “transgender” as a category in society is broader than the DoD policy embraces, and given that a wider array of persons with gender identity issues may variously consider themselves gender-variant, gender-queer, cross-dressers, intersex, androgynous, or some other place within or beyond the gender binary, a future issue that military policymakers are likely to confront is whether and to what extent these identities should also be recognized and accommodated within the services. For example, recall that one can complete a gender transition within the military without having to undergo any type of medical transition. Thus, a biological male who has transitioned to a female will be permitted (indeed required) to wear the female Army Service Uniform (ASU) but a nontransgender biological male who is a cross-dresser will not. Or gender-fluid or androgynous persons who are not interested in assigning themselves to a fixed gender category must choose a gender identity and clothe themselves accordingly based on their markers in DEERS.

If transgenderism is being taken seriously as a condition worth accommodating, why not address these other categories that the community recognizes as equally valid within the gender identity continuum? Ultimately, as members of those aforementioned groups press for the accommodation that only a subclass of transgendered persons has been granted under DTM 16-005, the even deeper question of the enduring value and relevance of the various gender-distinct policies and practices in the military are likely to become subject to reconsideration as well. That is, why retain gender-based distinctions in the military at all if being subject to them is connected only to one’s subjective state of mind, particularly if other gender-questioning states of mind are not similarly empowered? Just a decade or more ago one could not have imagined the military taking the step that it has with respect to recognizing and accommodating transgender servicemembers. It may be just a matter of time before further steps will need to be taken for others that could yield the unravelling of gender-based distinctions in their entirety.

B. Transgender Servicemembers and Gender-Distinct Policies and Practices in the Military

Perhaps one of the most challenging aspects of the new policy will be the interface between recognized transgender servicemembers and the various sex/gender-distinct regulations, policies, and practices within the military. The new policy does not indicate that these sex/gender-based distinctions are going to be abandoned. Rather, such distinctions will be retained, with transgender personnel fitting within them as their preferred gender. What are these distinctions and what issues may arise in applying them to transgender personnel?

65 Christine Labuski & Colton Keo-Meier, The (Mis)Measure of Trans, 2 TRANSGENDER STUD. Q. 13, 14 (2015). See also id. at 13 (“We define transgender as dynamic, unstable, and porous.”).
66 DTM 16-005, supra note 2, at Attachment para. 2.a.(1).
67 The Department of Defense is currently drafting policies that will apply to the accession of transgender persons into the military. See, e.g., ARMY DIR. 2016-35, supra note 14, para. 6.b (“This directive does not alter Army accessions policy. No later than July 1, 2017, the Under Secretary of Defense (Personnel and Readiness) will update the policies and procedures governing accessions for transgender applicants in DoD Instruction 6130.03.”).
68 SECNAVINST 1000.11, supra note 18, para. 6.a (“The 18-month periods may be waived or reduced, in whole or in part, in individual cases for applicable reasons. Requests for waiver or reduction of the 18-month periods shall be sent to the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) (ASN (M&RA)) for adjudication.”).
69 See TECH, TRANSGENDER 101, supra note 43, at 2 (explaining these categories).
70 See supra notes 46-47 and accompanying text.
71 See infra Part III.B. for a further discussion of the interaction between the transgender policy and the uniform and appearance regulations.
With the end of the combat exclusion for women in the military, the remaining distinctions based on sex or gender in the armed forces pertain primarily to the following areas: (1) housing, bathroom, and shower use (“facilities”); (2) uniform and grooming standards (“appearance”); and (3) physical fitness, individual medical readiness (IMR), testing for drug use, and body composition standards (“physical readiness”). Under the DoD’s transgender policy, once gender transition is complete, the standards in the above categories applicable to the preferred gender will apply. To fully assess what the implications of applying these standards to a transgender servicemember might be, it is important to articulate the purpose behind each of these sex-based distinctions.

1. Facilities

Distinctions in facilities—which exist both inside and outside the military—presumably are linked to some mix of privacy concerns; societal norms of discretion, modesty; and/or safety concerns, such as an interest in mitigating instances of sexual assault. These rationales can and certainly have been challenged. Regardless of one’s view on their legitimacy, it cannot be denied that the introduction of a recognized transgender servicemember into gender-specific facilities will require directly confronting these rationales. Deriving principally from the fact that gender recognition under DTM 16-005 does not require a medical transition, a recognized transgender male (born female) who retains the biological incidents of the female sex—but has attained formal recognition as a male due to a completed social transition—will be housed with and share common showers and bathroom facilities with biological nontransgender males. The same is true, of course, for transgender females who remain biologically male.

The DoD recognized this possibility in one of the scenarios it put forward in the transgender policy implementation handbook it released. Scenario 11, entitled “Use of Shower Facilities” sets up the following hypothetical: “A transgender Service member has expressed privacy concerns regarding the open bay shower configuration.

Similarly, several other non-transgender Service members have expressed discomfort when showering in these facilities with individuals who have different genitalia.” Rather than indicating that the transgender person may be excluded under such circumstances, the guidance provided to the servicemember is to discuss these concerns with their commander and to “[c]onsider altering your shower hours.”

Regarding the commander in this situation, the handbook advises the commander to “employ reasonable accommodations” and to do so “avoiding any stigmatizing impact.” Examples of accommodations include modifying the facility to install shower curtains or making “adjustments to the timing of the use of shower or changing facilities.”

The key takeaway here seems to be that transgender servicemembers will be entitled to use the facilities designated for their preferred gender notwithstanding the retention of the biological features of their natal sex. This is so, notwithstanding privacy, modesty, or safety concerns (real or perceived) that may exist among non-transgender servicemembers. The obligation of transgender servicemembers, nontransgender servicemembers, and their commanders is to communicate about any concerns that arise in this context and to work towards reasonable, non-stigmatizing accommodations to account for the same.

The question is whether the approach taken by the handbook makes sense in light of the purpose behind gender-different facilities. Good order and discipline is certainly connected to sex-segregated showering facilities, especially—one would imagine—among junior enlisted personnel still in their teenage years. Further, there are likely many Soldiers who would be disturbed or alarmed to find someone with different genitalia sharing an open-bay shower. Although the DoD has anticipated such a scenario under its new policy, its offered solution for the commander is to find non-stigmatizing accommodations that will permit the transgender servicemember to use the facility of his or her gender identity, notwithstanding the retention of his or her natal genitalia. It seems, though, that such guidance gives insufficient weight to the concerns of non-transgender
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servicemembers impacted by the accommodation. The guidance also assumes that making alterations that accommodate the transgender servicemember but impact everyone else will not itself be stigmatizing; however, it is likely that other servicemembers subjected to such changes will be well aware of why they are being imposed, which may prove to be even more stigmatizing to the transgender servicemember. Finally, in deployed environments, it might be infeasible to make accommodations that might be possible at established military installations. Commanders facing these and other potentially complex scenarios will have to use sound judgment as they balance the rights and needs of transgender servicemembers, the concerns of other servicemembers, and the need to promote good order and discipline.

2. Appearance Standards

Unlike distinctions pertaining to facilities, gender-distinct appearance standards are less widespread outside of the military and are generally unconnected with privacy or safety rationales. Instead, uniform and grooming regulations in the military generally reflect conformity with stereotypical, gender-conforming ideals surrounding personal appearance embraced by society at large, with some allowance for personal taste and style. Thus, for example, women may (not must) have long hair; may (at times) wear earrings, hosiery, and cosmetics; and can carry a handbag or purse, but they may not wear a mustache.81 Physical fitness uniforms tend to be unisex, although in the Navy for its swim test, males may wear the standard issue PT shorts while females typically will wear top coverage to comply with the accepted social norm in this country against public nudity. What happens if a transgender male who remains biologically female does not wish to conform with this norm?

This latter circumstance is addressed by Scenario 14 in the DoD transgender handbook: “It is the semi-annual swim test and a female to male transgender Service member who has fully transitioned, but did not undergo surgical change, would like to wear a male swimsuit for the test with no shirt or other top coverage.”82 Again, as with facilities, the new policy does not declare that such persons are obligated to conform to the female top coverage standard if they identify as male. Rather, the guidance provided in the handbook simply advises the servicemember to discuss his desires with his chain of command and reminds the servicemember that it is “courteous and respectful to consider social norms and mandatory to adhere to military standards of conduct.”83 Commanders facing such a scenario are reminded that they have “discretion to take measures ensuring good order and discipline,” although there does not seem to be any suggestion that such measures may include ordering or requiring the transgender servicemember to wear top cover. The only clear option the handbook suggests is to consider “requiring all personnel to wear shirts” as a solution.84

As noted with respect to the handbook’s suggested accommodations in the context of sex-segregated facilities, the approach offered in this context is not ideal. Requiring all personnel to wear shirts can be just as stigmatizing—if not more stigmatizing—for transgender servicemembers given that the nontransgender servicemembers will be aware of the reason for the imposition and some may begrudge the transgender servicemember for preferring to impact everyone else rather than simply covering up out of respect for the sensibilities of others. Again, ensuring unit cohesion and morale, as well as good order and discipline, is a commander responsibility that should empower commanders to seek sensible solutions. However, given the admonition that commanders may not require the transgender servicemember to take some measure that others are not asked to undertake, commanders may have limited options in addressing such situations. Fortunately, the specter of a biologically female transgender male appearing in public without top-cover does not seem to be a likely prospect in light of broadly-accepted norms against public nudity that are not generally challenged.

Moving on to the more cosmetic aspects of the uniform and appearance policy, given that transgender servicemembers who have not surgically transitioned will nevertheless be able—indeed obligated—to comply with the uniform regulations applicable to their preferred gender as revised in DEERS, a biological male Soldier who is recognized as a socially-transitioned female will be permitted, for example, to have long hair in a bun, carry a purse, and wear earrings and cosmetics.85 Conversely, transgender males who are biologically female will be prohibited from having or doing these things.86 Is there any problem with this?

To address that question, one must ask whether these aspects of the gender-distinct clothing and appearance regulations further any interests that should take priority over the recognition of a servicemember’s preferred gender identity. On the one hand, the “feminine” apparel and accessorization allowances in the regulations seem to be a concession to the personal tastes and preferences that females are socially permitted to have. The prohibition against
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“feminine” apparel and accoutrements for males is equally tied to social conventions of appearance for males, but seems less connected with furthering good order and discipline when compared with the gender-based facilities restrictions discussed above. On the other hand, one could argue that there is a connection between the gendered aspects of the uniform and appearance standards and good order and discipline; prevailing social conventions suggest that, at present, a biologically male transgender female who dresses in female attire is likely to garner a potentially disruptive reaction from some non-transgender servicemembers uncomfortable with such displays. Further, military uniforms in this country are designed to inspire pride and confidence in the military, sentiments that currently are connected with prevailing social norms and expectations regarding differential appearance between the sexes. Transgender servicemembers and commanders will need to be mindful of all of these considerations as they navigate the appearance standards under the new policy.

As previously noted, in view of the fact that under the new policy, biological males identifying as females may follow the female-specific provisions of the uniform and appearance policy, one can legitimately ask whether it is justified to limit such access to transgender persons who have transitioned, or even to transgender persons at all? In other words, if biological males will be permitted to dress as females under the policy, provided they have changed their gender marker in DEERS, what is the rational basis for prohibiting nontransgender males who are simply cross-dressers from doing the same?87 This is not said to be snide; rather, the question is raised because the reality of these possibilities hints at the further possibility that sex/gender-based distinctions pertaining to clothing and appearance may be abandoned as more servicemembers come forward seeking to express themselves through their appearance in a way that conforms with their identity.88 Currently, accommodations around uniform and appearance regulations are tied to things like religious rights,89 medical conditions,90 and now gender identity, but one could imagine a loosening of the gender-based distinctions if societal norms migrate in that direction (just as societal norms around tattoos have evolved in ways that have shaped military regulations).91

The Army’s uniform regulation—AR 670-1—was not revised by Army Dir. 2016-35, the directive implementing the DoD’s transgender policy. Instead, the Secretary of the Army indicated that the Deputy Chief of Staff, G-1, will review that regulation and provide any updates or revisions as necessary. Thus, it remains to be seen what, if any, changes will be made to account for some of the aforementioned issues. It is possible, for example, that some gender-specific uniform and appearance standards may be revised to become gender neutral as occurred with the wide-mouth collection cup policy for drug testing under AR 600-85.92 But it does not appear that it would be consistent with DTM 16-005 for AR 670-1 to be revised in a way that requires non-biologically transitioned transgender Soldiers to conform to the clothing and appearance designated for their biological sex rather than their preferred gender, unless policymakers reach the conclusion that such “cross-dressing” would present too much a threat to good order and discipline (a conclusion that likely would evoke some pushback if not adequately supported by solid evidence).

3. Physical Readiness

Beyond stylistic and cultural considerations are the fitness requirements associated with military service. In each branch, the fitness standards generally applicable to servicemembers vary by gender. These gender-based distinctions are rooted in generalized understandings of physiological differences between males and females that presume males are stronger and faster than equally fit females of the same age.93

Under DTM 16-005, transgender servicemembers who have completed a transition and had their gender marker changed in DEERS will be held to that standard. That raises the prospect of a transgender female who remains biologically male being subject to the female fitness and body composition standards. On the one hand, the female physical readiness standards for each exercise tend to be lower, e.g., longer times allowed for runs and fewer push-ups and sit-ups required within a given period of time.94 On the other hand, the weight allowed for males is greater than for females of the same

87 Note that even after the issuance of Army Dir. 2016-35, “transvestism” or cross-dressing remains a disabling mental condition that may serve as a ground for involuntary separation of reserve component Army personnel. See U.S. DEP’T OF ARMY, REG. 135-178, ENLISTED ADMINISTRATIVE SEPARATIONS para. 6-7a (18 Mar. 2014); ARMY Dir. 2016-35, supra note 14, encl. 6 (leaving in place the “transvestism” reference while deleting references to gender dysphoria and transsexualism as disqualifying conditions).
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92 AR 600-85, supra note 26, para. E-4, E-5.
94 See NAVY PHYSICAL READINESS PROGRAM, GUIDE 5: PHYSICAL READINESS TEST (PRT) (2016), http://www.public.navy.mil/bupers-
muscle mass and body fat percentages, which in turn could impact testosterone levels, which will likely have some bearing on medically transition? Hormone treatment will impact assessments on physiological/biological realities. It makes sense to revise the regulations to base fitness that are consistent with the interests that they are designed to process to ensure that the relevant policies are applied in ways to keep these realities in mind both during and after the transition. Impact performance or the satisfaction of body composition continued Army service and ready for deployment, there does not appear to be any justification for dispensing with that interest that the fitness and weight regulations are meant to permitted to complete the 2-mile run in 19:36 minutes.97 To illustrate, in the Army a 22-year-old male Soldier must be able to run 2 miles in no more than 16:36 minutes.96 That Soldier’s psychological identification as a female does not diminish his/her ability to complete the run within that same time period. However, under DTM 16-005, that Soldier will be subjected to the female Physical Readiness Training (PRT) standard if he/she completes all of the steps required to change his/her gender designation in DEERS, which does not require a medical/surgical transition. This Soldier—a transgender female who is biologically male—will now be permitted to complete the 2-mile run in 19:36 minutes.97 If a biologically male 22-year old Soldier must be able to run 2 miles in 16:36 minutes to be considered qualified for continued Army service and ready for deployment, there does not appear to be any justification for dispensing with that requirement on the ground that the biological male Soldier is transgender and identifies as female. Setting that view to the side, the point is that policymakers need to confront this issue and determine whether physical readiness assessments should continue to be connected to gender identity or whether it makes sense to revise the regulations to base fitness assessments on physiological/biological realities.

What of those transgender servicemembers who have medically transitioned? Hormone treatment will impact testosterone levels, which will likely have some bearing on muscle mass and body fat percentages, which in turn could impact performance or the satisfaction of body composition standards. Servicemembers and commanders will need to keep these realities in mind both during and after the transition process to ensure that the relevant policies are applied in ways that are consistent with the interests that they are designed to further. Additionally, for all transgender servicemembers, regardless of the type of transition they have undergone, there may be challenges in complying with the newly applicable physical readiness standards that could result in failures of the Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT). Current regulations permit separation from the military for repeated weight failures; policymakers will need to decide whether it will remain acceptable to separate servicemembers based on repeated body composition or physical fitness failures that are caused by their transgender status. One would think that if the physical readiness standards are truly meaningful, failures connected with one’s gender transition and the resulting application of more challenging standards will continue to warrant separation. That possibility should be part of what commanders and transgender servicemembers take into account when determining whether a recognized gender transition is an appropriate course of action.

A separate component of physical readiness is being free from drug use, which is policed in the Army through the Army Substance Abuse Program. The regulation governing the program, AR 600-85, mandates that observers (those who watch specimen donors to ensure provenance) be the same gender as the Soldier being tested. Army Directive 2016-35 does not change this aspect of the regulation, although it does eliminate the female-only entitlement to an “optional wide mouth collection cup” for collecting the urine specimen. Indeed, this revision to the drug testing procedure provides an example of the elimination of a gender-distinct rule that the Army has made gender neutral in light of the advent of transgender Soldiers. It may be that in other spheres gender-distinct regulations may migrate toward becoming gender neutral if appropriate and consistent with the purposes underlying the rule.

In any event, by retaining the requirement that urinalysis observers be the same gender, it will be possible for a biologically male transgender female to serve as an observer for a non-transgender female, and vice versa. The DoD’s transgender policy implementation handbook recognizes this possibility in Scenario 12, entitled “Urinalysis.” The handbook suggests that in such situations, the privacy and comfort concerns of all persons involved should be discussed and alternate observation options should be considered: “Depending on Service regulations, you may consider alternate observation options if a request from a transgender Service member or an observer is made. Options could include observation by a different observer or medical
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personnel.” However, the integrity of the program may not be undermined in favor of privacy concerns. Thus, as with issues that arise in the housing, bathroom, and other facilities context, there are legitimate privacy/modesty concerns that servicemembers and commanders will have to work out as these issues arise, taking care not to violate the policy requiring recognition of a servicemember’s preferred gender as indicated in DEERS. That said, it would seem to be reasonable, at a minimum, for a nontransgender servicemember to be granted a request for a same-sex observer out of deference to their legitimate privacy concerns.

IV. Conclusion

Having reviewed the new transgender policy and some of its implications, the following observation is worth noting. It is interesting that the very idea of transgenderism—that one’s gender identity can vary from one’s biological, natal sex—requires an embrace of socially-determined concomitants of gender identity. That is to say that what makes one “female” is not one’s genitalia, but one’s affinity for things, behaviors, attire, and behavior that society has labeled feminine; as the DoD states it, “Gender is the socially defined roles and characteristics of being male and female associated with that sex.”

Thus, a female transgender biological male is not simply a man who likes feminine things but rather is a female because of her affinity for those things. The deep irony of transgenderism is that its definitional attribute of gender nonconformity is actualized by expressions that in truth embrace rather than reject conformity with the societal expectations associated with a person’s preferred gender. Indeed, it may be more accurate to regard being transgender not as gender nonconformity but simply as a pronouncement of an entitlement to live and be accepted as one who conforms with gender stereotypes that diverge from their biological sex. The DoD’s new policy does not seek to address this conundrum at all; rather, it takes transgenderism as it presents itself and simply says, “Ok, if you want to identify as gender X, that’s fine with us, so long as you commit to that and conform to the military standards that apply to gender X.”

This observation is offered because that reality is what I think contributes to much of the tension that may arise as the policy is implemented. Because transgender persons within the military’s definition (i.e., those who have transitioned) do not challenge gender-specific policies and practices but rather merely seek to traverse them—potentially while still presenting as phenotypically divergent from their expressed preferences—the military will end up with countless gender-bending non-sequiturs. In other words, by maintaining the array of gender-based distinctions discussed above rather than tearing them down, and plugging gender non-conforming socially-transitioned transgender persons into such a system, a mismatch between the original—potentially no longer tenable—rationale for the distinction and its application to such personnel is inevitable.

Going forward, although there will likely be conflict and challenges as the new policy is implemented, there does appear to be sufficient guidance for how many of these challenges are to be addressed on the ground. Commanders will be key figures, and should remain fully empowered to make decisions that are in the best interest of good order and discipline, unit cohesion, and morale. The interests of transgender servicemembers cannot always trump the interests of the team and the mission; reasonable accommodations should be identified that do not compromise these interests, even if some reasonable imposition on the transgender servicemember—or others—results. Most people are sensible, and with sufficient training and reasonable accommodation, it is likely that the military and its servicemembers will adjust without too much difficulty as personnel in the armed forces of other nations with such policies have done. The key to successful implementation will be strong and supportive leadership, which, fortunately, in our military is not in short supply.
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## Gender change regulations in U.S. States with the largest populations of active-duty military personnel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Name Change</th>
<th>Driver ID Update</th>
<th>Birth Certificate Amendment</th>
<th>Authorities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>The applicant files a petition for a name change order in Superior Court; change of name related to gender identity does not require publication of a newspaper notice or, unless an objection is filed, an in-person hearing. Additional requirements apply to individuals under the jurisdiction of the Department of Corrections and registered sex offenders.</td>
<td>The applicant must change their name with the Social Security Administration before changing Department of Motor Vehicles records, and must provide documentary evidence of the new name and a Medical Certification and Authorization (Gender Change) form completed by a licensed physician or psychologist. Forms are available online.</td>
<td>The applicant files a petition in the Superior Court, including the affidavit of a licensed physician that the applicant has &quot;undergone clinically appropriate treatment for the purpose of gender transition, based on contemporary medical standards.&quot; A single petition may be filed to change an applicant's name and order the issuance of a new birth certificate. The new birth certificate becomes the only birth certificate open to public inspection.</td>
<td>Cal. Civ. Proc. Code §§ 1275–1279.5; Cal. Code Regs. tit. 13, §§ 20.04-.05; Cal. Health &amp; Safety Code §§ 103425–103440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>The applicant submits a petition to the Circuit Court; an official form is available online. The applicant must be fingerprinted for a national criminal history records check. No publication is required.</td>
<td>The applicant must submit a certified copy of the court order for a name change. Changing gender designation requires a statement from the attending physician that the applicant is undergoing appropriate clinical treatment for gender transition.</td>
<td>The Department of Health amends a birth certificate when it receives a Report of Legal Change of Name. Changing the sex on a birth certificate requires &quot;original, certified, or notarized supporting documentary evidence.&quot; According to advocacy groups, this evidence must include a physician's affidavit that the applicant has completed sex reassignment in accordance with the appropriate medical procedures. Application form is available online.</td>
<td>Fla. Stat. §§ 68.07, 382.016; Fla. Admin. Code rr. 64V-1.002 to .033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>The applicant submits a petition to the Superior Court after publishing notice at the courthouse door for ten days. The publication notice is not required if the applicant is a victim of domestic violence, sexual offense, or stalking. The petition must include proof of the applicant's good character by two county citizens and the results of a criminal history record check. Registered sex offenders are prohibited from obtain name changes.</td>
<td>A person whose name changes must notify the Division of Motor Vehicles within sixty days. According to advocacy groups, changing the gender designation on a license requires submitting a letter from a physician that the applicant has undergone gender reassignment surgery.</td>
<td>The State Registrar will issue a new birth certificate because of sex reassignment surgery, upon written request accompanied by a notarized statement from the physician who performed the surgery or a licensed physician who can certify that the applicant has undergone the surgery.</td>
<td>N.C. Gen. Stat. §§ 101-2 to -7, 20-7.1, 130A-118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>The applicant submits a notarized petition to the District Court or County Court. The applicant must submit fingerprints and information on any criminal record. There are further requirements for applicants with felony convictions and registered sex offenders. No publication is required.</td>
<td>A change of name must be reported to the Department of Public Safety within thirty days. Individuals who want to change their gender must visit a driver license office and provide an original certified court order or an amended birth certificate verifying the change.</td>
<td>An amended birth certificate can be issued upon application. Change of sex as a result of gender reassignment surgery requires a certified copy of a court order. Application form is available online.</td>
<td>Tex. Fam. Code Ann. §§ 45.101-.103; 37 Tex. Admin. Code §§ 15.24, 15.36; Tex. Health &amp; Safety Code §§ 192.010–011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Name Change</td>
<td>Driver ID Update</td>
<td>Birth Certificate Amendment</td>
<td>Authorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>The applicant submits an Application for Change of Name (Adult) to the Circuit Court. Forms are available online. Applications are not accepted from incarcerated persons, probationers, or registered sex offenders except for good cause. No publication is required, and the court may order the record sealed if the applicant shows cause to believe that a public record would be a serious safety threat.</td>
<td>The applicant submits a Driver's License and Identification Card Application requesting a change of name, accompanied by a copy of the court order granting the change. A change of gender requires a Gender Designation Change Request signed by a physician, psychiatrist, nurse practitioner, clinical social worker, psychologist, or professional counselor certifying the applicant's gender identity. Forms are available online.</td>
<td>The State Registrar will amend a birth certificate to show change of sex upon receipt of a certified copy of a court order indicating &quot;that the sex of an individual has been changed by medical procedure.&quot; A notarized affidavit from the physician performing the gender reassignment surgery is also required.</td>
<td>Va. Code Ann. §§ 8.01-217, 46.2-323, 32.1-269; Va. Admin. Code § 5-550-320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>